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The Barbican presents an inspiring programme of artistic events and creative learning activities 
across all major art forms (art, theatre, dance, music and cinema), and plays host to a variety of 

commercial activities through our conferencing, catering and retail facilities. 

Our Vision 
 

World class arts and learning 

Our proposition 
 

Arts without boundaries 

Our Values 
 

Never less than…  And sometimes 

Brave  Provocative 

Adventurous  Groundbreaking 

Informed  Intellectual 

Personal  Bespoke 

Inviting  Captivating 

Engaging  Electrifying 

Rewarding  Transformative 

Committed to delivering inspiring experiences 
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Objectives 

 Reach our visitor audience target 

 Establish as a ‘must-see’ experience for students and adults  

 Spread the word – get everyone talking about it 

 Appeal to a broad audience 

 

Target audience 

 Experiential art (Tate’s Turbine, Hayward, Art Angel), design and architecture enthusiasts  

 Dance/music audiences 

 Families 

 International 

 

Process 

We met with Random International a few months before the opening to talk through the 

marketing campaign. From there, we identified our main objectives, target audiences and ideas 

for the campaign. A key aspect of the planning process was coming up with an accessible and 

appealing strapline for a broad audience.  

We then developed the visual identity. This would normally be a challenging process for a new 

commission because the work isn’t usually created until it opens, but luckily Random 

International supplied strong imagery which helped audiences visualise what they could expect.  

Once the visual identity was in place, we briefed in the media activity. We predicted visitors 

would document their experience by uploading photos of themselves online, so we decided to 

keep paid advertising to a minimum and focus on facilitating user-generated content. To 

maximise this, we produced a trailer for potential visitors to share on their networks. The trailer 

was also shown in the Barbican Cinema and supported through YouTube pre-roll activity 

targeted to London.  

Accordingly, the campaign focused on encouraging visitors to upload their own content on 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Vimeo, and our digital team regularly collated the 

best images into Storify boards.  

During the exhibition, we produced additional content for sharing including a podcast interview 

with the collective, a film of the Random Dance I Wayne McGregor dances in the Rain Room, and 

playful content such as a graphic of the weather forecast.  

http://culturehive.co.uk/
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When Rain Room opened, we soon realised that it was going to be even more popular than 

anticipated but we hadn’t decided how we would collect data from first time audiences. With 

limited resources, we ran a competition for visitors in the queue using iPads to collect email 

addresses. Towards the end of the installation, we ran a second, more successful online 

competition which offered two visitors the opportunity to skip the queue.   

 

Outcome(s) 

- The exhibition received the highest ever visitor numbers to the Curve 

- It proved a valuable learning experience across all departments in the organisation. The 

knowledge we gained was particularly useful for our next installation, Dalston House 

- Online activity from audiences was high throughout: 32,563 images were shared on Flickr, 

4,021 on Instagram, 158 videos were uploaded onto Vimeo and YouTube, the use of 

#rainroom was high throughout although we didn’t track numbers.  

- There were many positive stories from the press and the public including: a visitor proposed 

to his girlfriend in the Rain Room, a group of visitors who met in the queue performed and 

filmed the popular dance craze ‘Harlem Shake’ which has received 3,904 hits on YouTube 

- The official trailer received 158,400 hits and has since been picked up by the New York Times 

- Rain Room became an international phenomenon with news stories published world-wide 

- Visitors to the Rain Room website went on to spend £58K on other Barbican events 

- The exhibition at the Barbican has helped raise the profile of Random International and 

launched their career in the visual arts world. Since the Barbican exhibition, they have gone 

on to exhibit the same installation at MoMA. 

 

Key points for effective practice 

- Data capture should be a key marketing objective for free events. It’s important to build it 

into the campaign and allocate a suitable budget from the outset. For us it was especially 

difficult; once we developed a plan, it was difficult to make it work due to lack of buy-in from 

other departments and limited resources.  

- Throughout the exhibition, there were a few technical problems which led to last-minute 

closures as well as changing messaging about the queue length. It was often these messages 

which dominated the Barbican’s social media and the website. 

- By encouraging audiences to develop their own content, the campaign became completely 

user-generated. Not only was this cost-effective but it also meant that the campaign 

experienced a longer shelf-life than traditional media-focused campaigns.    

http://culturehive.co.uk/
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Conclusions and recommendations 

- For our summer installation we developed a data capture plan from the start. We’ve still got 

a long way to go but at least we’ve made some progress in creating a template which we can 

draw on for future campaigns.  

 

- For the same installation, we trialled setting up a separate Twitter account solely for FOH 

updates. As a result, the website and main social media sites were spared of negative 

messages.  

 

- We’ve now signed up to a site where we can track the number of times a hash-tag is used for 

an exhibition which is useful to quantify social media chatter.  

 

 

Additional information 

Rain Room trailer 

Wayne McGregor I Random Dance in the Rain Room  

Rain Room storify boards 

Rain Room Harlem Shake 

 

 

 
 

About CultureHive 

This case study was produced as part of CultureHive, a free knowledge hub where you can 
discover and share best practice in cultural marketing.  Visit culturehive.co.uk for more great 
resources. 
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